ELECTRICAL

1. The Metro Toronto Convention Centre voltages are 600/120/208 volts 3 phase. Please check with your technical coordinator to see if your machines are compatible with these voltages. If so, you will save on costs.

2. All other voltages are available from SHOWTECH with the use of a transformer. Transformers must be placed within your booth space so please allow for the transformer when you do your space plan/layout. Approximate size can be provided by SHOWTECH (see below for contact info).

3. Transformers will be required on 208 volt connections greater than 30 amps.

4. 600 volt connections do not require a transformer.

5. The Metro Toronto Convention Centre has floor ports.

6. Power will be distributed by SHOWTECH from floor ports and exterior walls. Power can be dropped from the ceiling if required (additional charges apply). To order power, please contact our office at 416.585.8109.

7. If you have an island booth, please indicate a main power drop location on SHOWTECH’s Booth Layout Form and submit the form with your Electrical & Lighting Order Form. We will distribute under carpet outlets from that location.

Ontario’s Electrical Safety Authority (ESA) requires that all machinery that will be displayed and/or powered up during an event must be approved by the ESA before show opening. Exhibitors are responsible to obtain “Permission to Show/Energize” from the ESA directly. SHOWTECH cannot apply or be responsible for this permission. To obtain the ESA “Permission to Show-Energize Application”, go to https://www.esasafe.com/consumers/permits-and-inspections/inspection-forms to apply for permission/approval from the ESA. Apply as soon as possible to avoid onsite complications.

MECHANICAL – North Building (Halls A, B, C) & South Building (Halls D, E, F, G)

8. Compressed air pressure is approximately 110 PSI and available anywhere in the facility by ordering from SHOWTECH. Please use the SHOWTECH’s Mechanical Order Form to order this service.

9. The Metro Toronto Convention Centre has floor ports.

10. **In the North building** air lines, water lines, natural gas and drains are available from floor ports. **In the South Building** air lines are distributed from the ceiling; water lines and drains are available from floor ports.

11. Only ½” air lines can be run under carpet in booths.

12. If you have an island booth, please submit the Booth Layout Form with your Mechanical order indicating where you would like the services to be located within your booth space.

13. Water pressure is approximately 50 PSI and available anywhere in the facility by ordering from SHOWTECH’s Mechanical Order Form.

14. If you require hot water for your booth, an electric hot water tank will need to be installed by SHOWTECH within your booth space. Please plan accordingly and notify us in the Special Requirements space on the bottom of the SHOWTECH Mechanical Order Form or call for assistance (416.585.8109).

15. Natural gas is available in the **North building (Halls A, B, C) only**. Please check with SHOWTECH (416.585.8109) or Show Management, as soon as possible, if you require natural gas.

SHOWTECH POWER & LIGHTING contact information: 416.585.8109